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Directing with the Michael Chekhov Technique is a much welcome addition to exploring Chekhov’s methodologies as the examination of the work of Russian theatre practitioners continues to gather apace in the West.  There are several works on his technique from an acting practitioner’s perspective, such as Lenard Petit’s The Michael Chekhov Handbook (2009) with Sinead Rushe’s Michael Chekhov’s Acting Technique (2019) about to join the stable, and as well as returning to translations of the exponent’s own To The Actor. Yet, rarely is anything written about using Chekhov techniques through a directorial lens explicitly and in such a progressive manner that could be applied to a whole rehearsal process. 
Mark Monday’s text is immediately comprehensible  It arrives quickly to the heart of the technique, following a brief introduction positioning the work within a psychophysical imaginative framework and recognisable Chekhovian elements are covered: atmosphere, imaginary centres, psychological gestures, expansion and contraction amongst others.  There’s also strength in taking a step by step approach into its application directorially through the study A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
Deliberately writing for a wide audience of ‘teachers, directors and actors’ (p. xiii), Monday’s experience as a practitioner is one of the text’s strengths: practical and accessible and his use of a single play aides in this clarity.
One criticism I have of the work is that it does not always take into account some current scholarship and professional practice of directorial methods and terminology. Events, for example, are not discussed, but climaxes are. What the reader must keep in his or her mind, therefore, is that whilst we are examining directing through the lens of Chekhov’s terminology and techniques, this also implicitly reduces the more current directorial frames which are now at the heart of many rehearsal processes.  However, Monday successfully oscillates between Chekhovian techniques and wider directorial strategies and on the whole doesn’t allow himself to be too confined by Chekhov’s framework. This allows the text to have a wider audience base. For example, Chapter 1 concentrates on textual analysis, which could sit within any directing textbook. Chapters 3  and 4 on Creating the Ensemble and Establishing the Language of Class and Rehearsal are strong pedagogic aides for lecturers and actor-trainers alike.
Rich and diverse ways of approaching Chekhov’s work are embedded within the text. I found the separation of Archetypal and Psychological Gesture extremely helpful for instance. Instead of seeing the Chekhovian tools as separate entities in developing a character, the progressive and systematic journey that Monday takes us on allows myself, as a director, to visualise how these areas can be layered through a rehearsal process. The author reminds and encourages us to keep “layering” the techniques and not separate them as actors score their texts. The exercises become rehearsal tools. As pre-performative techniques, they therefore help form the 90% of the “iceberg” that the audience doesn’t see, but is essential in the development of character.
Monday is at pains to remind us not to fall into certain traps: that of pre-deciding qualities and atmospheres in any pre-rehearsing textual scoring, but to ensure that the actor remains present and engages with the other actor on the rehearsal room floor. There are several video links to accompany the text where Monday and his team remind the participants to bridge and layer techniques.
Which brings me onto the video links: in many ways, these are extremely rewarding, as we get a first-hand glimpse of these methods in practice in a studio setting. We hear genuine discussions and feedback (the “spy-back” as Monday terms it) on practice and a sense of what these exercises actually felt like for the participants. These could easily be used as teaching aides in a flipped learning environment. Yet, the Vimeo links are sadly yet to be edited and this makes for a clunky viewing experience at times which hampers the flow of the reflections and discussions. A quick edit for a future reprint wouldn’t go amiss, and I would have liked to have seen a few more of these videos, particularly in relation to scene work aligning from Chapters 8 onwards. The videos are useful to correlate the earlier technical exercises but seeing some deeper scene study work bringing all of these elements together would have elevated the experience for me personally.
I do find  some of Monday’s comments in relation to the actor’s expectation of a director to be somewhat untrue in my professional experience: 
Most directors … are too busy with other aspects of the production to compliment actors on the good work they bring to rehearsal … don’t count on the director to applaud or even recognise the work of the actor (p.142)
As this text is aimed at directors as well as those in training, I would have liked Monday to counter the above preconception of a director’s role and not see this as an absolute. There’s no doubt that many directors do not always support the work of characterisation as much as they could or should! Yet, this over-generalisation doesn’t help in the future development of training directors in how they support the actor’s character development.
Nevertheless, with a strong overview of both directorial methodologies and Chekhov technique, Directing with the Michael Chekhov Technique will resonate with those new to either practice and for those with more experience, I believe that the latter chapters will support deepening their understanding and knowledge. 


